
Collective 
Memory 

Information Processing 



What is it? 
•  Collective Memory is a task that students 

perform as groups to help process 
information. 

•  You can use anything that you would like the 
students to learn, commit to memory or look 
at in a more intense way. 

•  Images ,diagrams or text can be used e.g. 
artist studies, instruments, sections of 
scripts, sheet music, anything! 

 



What do I need? 

•  An Action Plan- to emphasise to students 
HOW they will be learning as well as what 
they are going to learn. It also ensures all 
students have a role. 

•  An image / diagram / text- students can 
use the same one, but having different 
ones eliminates cheating. 

•  An Evaluation- To emphasise HOW and 
WHAT has been learned.     



Introduce the Task… 

•  The task is supposed to be enjoyable and 
not performed under strict instruction in 
silence. 

•  However, students should be made aware 
of how the activity works. 

 



The Activity 

•  Each student in the group will look at the image 
for 10 seconds.  

•  That student returns to the group and draws/
writes what they can remember in 2 mins. 

•  After the 2 mins, the second member of the 
group gets up to look at the image/text for 10 
seconds.  

•  This continues until the image/text is complete or 
you stop the task. 



Year 8s using Collective 
Memory to better understand 
how Boccioni used colour and 

texture! 



Set Up Room 

•  Place image away from the group- number 
the paper and the image. 



Action Plans 

•  (Photos- completing the action plan as 
group, example of action plan.) 



10 Second Look 

All students are in silence during the 10 second look! 



2 Minute Recall 

With first stages, emphasise the importance  
of effective communication.  



Remind students what good team-work sounds like,  
looks like and feels like.  



“Team mates” should be reminding each other what  
the focus is and which areas to concentrate on.  



Encourage leadership qualities in students and  
point it out. 



Encourage the competitive nature of the task-  
possibly with a prize for the most accurate! 



Outcomes! 



Outcomes! 



Outcomes! 



Take a Walk! 



Take a Walk! 



Action Plans Evaluation! 



In your pack you’ll find… 
•  A copy of this power point. 
•  Action Plans. 
•  Evaluations. 

Application to your area… 
•  Think about how this could be used in your 

area. 
•  We’re going to try to teach at least one of 

these lessons before May Half-Term.  


